10 WAYS TO EXPLORE THIS BOOK

Little Beaver and the Echo
by Amy MacDonald, illustrated by Sarah Fox-Davies

1. PLAN a pretend canoe trip to somewhere exciting
2. CREATE a hopscotch board that looks like lily pads
3. PRETEND to cry using silly sounds
4. DRAW a picture with a pond, canoe, and animals
5. ACT out the story using stuffed animals
6. DO something nice for a friend
7. SING Row, Row, Row Your Boat together
8. PLAY an echo game by repeating what your child says
9. RETELL the story with your child using the illustrations
10. TALK about feeling sad and what makes you feel better

FIVE WAYS TO DISCOVER ANY BOOK WITH A CHILD

1. Talk about what the book makes you both think or feel.
2. Sing a song that is related to a character or something in the book.
3. Act out parts of the story.
4. Draw a picture of something that happened in the book.
5. Retell the story using the illustrations.

For more fun activities, check out www.raisingreaders.org.